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MARITIME
SECTOR
A KEY DRIVE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NATION
T

he Maritime Sector in the developed nations of the world have often times been regarded by academia and professionals as a key player
in the growth and development of any nation.

The Sector in recent times has often witnessed services of evolving experts and their opinion by way of polices in the area of fast tracking and a
more operational efficiency aimed at meeting constant changes the world over in the line with best practices.
Our dear country Nigeria located within the West African region has constantly strived at its sustainability of its current status within the Gulf of
Guinea through various efforts as having her own Deep Sea ports to keep in tune with modern day operations and more efficient Service
delivery.
Several, scholars have come up with various benefits accruable through the use of the Deep Sea port in the nation's social and economic
development.
According to scholars it would be able to handle a class of world largest Vessels carrying liquid, container, bulk, Roro and other types of cargoes
in a very large quantity aside Lagos which has maintained a monopoly of some sought. Studies have shown that the coming into play of the
Deep Sea port would further boost job creation within the system.
In addition, there is bound to be a steady rise in revenue generation as a result of the increase in the size
and number of vessels that berth in our ports.
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DEEPSEA PORTS TO FURTHER BOOST TRADE FACILITATION

- MD NPA

T

he Managing Director of the Nigerian Ports Authority, Hadiza Bala Usman has again reassured the
Maritime Stakeholders and the general public of government's efforts and commitment towards
making our Ports attractive and competitive as a hub status adding that enabling structures and
environment need to be improved upon to meeting International standard by the present
Management for a seamless operation across board.
Speaking on a radio 91.3 FM programme “The Guru” monitored by NPA on-line news crew recently, she
affirmed that in as much as Management was concluding plans at renovating existing structures, it has
also concluded plans for a new port to enhance operational efficiency and service delivery.
She further stated that Dredging towards the berthing of new and bigger vessels has began for the Ports
to have increased the volume of vessels berthing on Nigerian Waters. According to her,there has been an
appreciative increase of about 25% of vessels from December 2018 till date which has further facilitated
trade within the Sub-Saharan Africa.
“Deep Sea Port would allow for 17/18meter draft. It would accommodate large Vessels coming into the
Ports, to compete favorably away from the 11meters to avert the diversion of Cargo to other countries”.
She further assured Port Users at Onne on the readiness of the Port to receive Vessels with a seamless and
uniform port charges across the ports in the country which has opened the choice of users as against the
earlier monopoly by certain Terminals dealing in oil and gas.
The Managing Director assured callers that the Management was aware of the gridlock which has
persisted in Apapa and its axis. She stated that Management has taken steps at addressing this through
the opening of the Lilypond Transit Truck Park to be followed by and Tin Can Island Transit Truck Park.
She called on renewed synergy and cooperation with relevant government agencies in its plans at
creating enabling environment and infrastructure such as the call up system and Transit Truck Park
which would assist in eradicating the trucks that park indiscriminately on the bridges.
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n this edition, the Newsletter takes a look
at the impact of Deep Sea Ports to the
growth and development of the maritime
sector and most especially to trade
facilitation within the sub-Saharan Africa.
Highlighted also, is the NPA Management's
readiness for improved revenue generation
for the country through further dredging of
our waterways to accommodate bigger
vessels.
We also report on the need to further ensure the
improved safety and security of our waterways
through the acquisition of modern tools and capacity training for
effective trade facilitation which was again brought to the fore at a
recent sensitization workshop organized by the Federal Ministry of
Transportation.
The redeployment and appointment of some Port Managers and
key officers by the Management of the Authority in a bid to
reposition the nation's seaports for improved service delivery is
also reported.
I am convinced that our other pages would as well make
interesting reading to you.
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WORK PLACE HEALTH:

NPA MANAGEMENT EDUCATES WORKFORCE ON
PREVENTION OF EAR DAMAGE

T

he Management of Nigerian Ports Authority (NPA) has urged
employees of the Organization to pay special attention to their
health needs most especially their ear by avoiding various acts
that would lead to hearing loss adding that recent medical research
has shown that there is an increase in incidents relating to ear injuries
which if not prevented through early detection and managed by
qualified professionals could lead to permanent hearing disorders.
These remarks were made on behalf of Management by the General
Manager Medical Services Dr. (Mrs.) Chinwe Abama at the opening of
a three-day Sensitization and Enlightenment programme on Work

Place Noise Induced Hearing Loss organized by the Occupational
Health Services Department of the Organization for employees of
Tin Can Island Port and Lagos Ports Complex (LPC) held recently at
the Spicery Hotel Campbell in Lagos.
A clinical Audiologist, Doctor Simeon Afolabi informed the
gathering on the need to guard against various factors that could
lead to hearing loss, some of which include Loud Music, Shouting,
Ear phones, Engine Sound and Knockout amongst others.
In addition, the Medical practitioner stated that members of the
Workforce should make use of aids such as the Engineering control
to forestall earing damage stating that ear damage could lead to
permanent deafness to an employee as this would make the
Organization suffer man-hour loss as well as increase the cost of
medical treatment on employees on the part of Management.
He called on Management to conduct hearing test for its workforce
every two/ three years with a view to forestall hearing damage
before it deteriorates completely thereby affecting productivity and
greater service delivery which are key amongst Management's
thrust of providing services in line with International best practices.
The Assistant General Manager of the Occupational Health
Services Department Mrs. Ngozi Obikili appreciated the
Management for supporting the Department towards assisting the
Organization in having a healthy workforce which would effectively
lead to optimizing the potentials of the Workforce for improved
efficiency across board.

WE ARE COMMITTED TO OPTIMAL SAFETY
AND SECURITY OF OUR WATERWAYS
- FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

T

he Federal Government of Nigeria has assured relevant
Stakeholders and Port users that it would channel its human
and financial resources at its disposal in its quest at securing the
country's waterways in view of the incessant acts of criminality being
faced currently such as bunkering, kidnapping and stowaway. It
added that these trends needed to be addressed at all fronts in view
of the reduction in the number of Vessels plying the Nigerian waters
which might affect the Gross Domestic Product and especially the
country's resources.
These remarks were made recently by the immediate past
Honourable Minister of Transportation, Hon. Chibuike Amaechi
during the presentation and flag off of newly acquired and installed,
Maritime Security equipment through partnership agreement with a
foreign security firm HLSI Systems Organized by the Federal Ministry
of Transportation held at Eko Hotels Victoria Island Lagos,
According to him, the general public would in the coming weeks
witness a massive improvement in the security of our waterways as a
result of the equipment being installed and implemented in stages
and would come to full stream in the first quarter of 2020.
He stressed that, part of the contractual agreement with the foreign
experts would witness the training of our Security personnel from the
relevant security agencies to complement other security apparatus
and gadgets which would be installed in the Creeks and other
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security flash points.
He urged participants at the Press Conference to ensure that the
project succeeded in view of the political undertone and benefits a
few crave rather than the general benefits of a majority across board
to relevant stakeholders in the sector.
In addition, he applauded specifically the Management of the
Nigerian Ports Authority (NPA) for the noticeable improvement in
the Ports operations in the area of cargo clearing from the Ports
which has further enhanced quality services across board and
positioned the country's Maritime sector in line with International
best practices.
Amaechi also informed the gathering about the completion of the
rail lines from Iju in Lagos to Ibadan while assuring all, that the Iju to
Apapa axis still ongoing would be completed soonest, recalling that
presently over 60% cargo is being evacuated through the rail lines
which has greatly reduced the gridlock in Apapa and its axis.
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